This article studies the Fourier spectrum characterization of functions in the Clifford algebra-valued Hardy spaces
Introduction
The classical Paley-Wiener Theorem asserts that for a L 2 (R)-function f , scalar-valued, it is further the non-tangential boundary limit (NTBL) of a function in the Hardy H 2 space in the upper half plane if and only if the Fourier transform of f , denotedf , satisfies the relationf = χ +f , where χ + is the characteristic (indicator) function of the set (0, ∞), that takes the value 1 when its argument is in (0, ∞) and otherwise zero. This amounts to saying that a characteristic property of boundary limit functions of the Hardy space functions is that their Fourier transforms vanish at the negative spectra. This classical Fourier spectrum characterization of the Hardy H 2 space functions has been studied and generalized by different authors (see, for instance, [5, 9] ). Among recent studies [18] and [19] give a thorough treatment on analogous results for L p (R) for all p ∈ [1, ∞]. The last mentioned papers prove that if f is a function in L p (R), 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, then f is the NTBL of some function in the Hardy H p space in the upper half plane if and only if the Fourier transformf satisfies the relation (f , ψ) = 0 for ψ being any function in the Schwartz class whose support lays in the left half of the real line. We note that for 2 < p ≤ ∞ this last statement is interpreted as thatf , as a distribution, is supported in [0, ∞). The Fourier spectrum characterization results have implications to the Hilbert transform characterizations of the Hardy space functions, as well as to Hardy space decompositions of L p functions, the latter being through the Fourier spectrum decomposition. We note that the Hardy spaces decomposition can also be extended to the L p spaces for 0 < p < 1 ( [4] ) although there do not exist spectrum decomposition results.
In higher dimensional Euclidean spaces there exist analogous results. The above mentioned Fourier spectrum, Hilbert transformations, and the Hardy space decompositions are all based on the Cauchy type complex structure associated with the underlying domain on which the Hardy space functions are defined. In R n , n > 2, there are two distinguished complex structures, of which one is several complex variables and the other is Clifford algebra. Both those complex structures in relation to their respective Hardy spaces are treated in [20] and [21] . The several complex variables setting corresponds to the Hardy spaces on tubes. The Clifford algebra setting corresponds to the conjugate harmonic systems. The Clifford algebra-valued Hardy spaces are treated, besides in [20] and [21] , also lately in [10] , [16] and [13] . The conjugate harmonic systems developed in [20] and [21] are, in fact, identical with the Clifford vector-valued Hardy spaces.
Fourier spectrum properties of Hardy spaces on tubes were first studied in [20] and [21] with the restriction on p = 2. Certain one-way results for H p (T Ω ) and a partial range of the space index p, where Ω is an irreducible symmetric cone, were obtained in [8] . In [12] Hörmander proved some results corresponding to the type of Paley-Wiener Theorem for bandlimited functions involving entire functions in several complex variables. Fourier spectrum characterizations of the Hardy spaces on tubes for all cases 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ are systematically studied in [14] .
The present paper gives the Fourier spectrum characterization for the whole range p ∈ [1, ∞] for the Clifford algebra-valued Hardy spaces in which, as a particular case, the vectorvalued case corresponds to the conjugate harmonic systems. The results on conjugate harmonic systems are restricted to the range 1 ≤ p < ∞ can be found in [21] and [20] . As given in this article there also exist Hilbert transformation eigenvalue characterizations of the Hardy spaces on higher dimensions, as well as results of the Hardy spaces decomposition.
The crucial notion with the Clifford algebra setting of the Euclidean spaces is the projection functions χ ± defined by
and the associated generalizations of the trigonometrical exponential function e ± (x, ξ) = e 2πi x,ξ e ∓2πx 0 |ξ| χ ± (ξ),
The purpose of this paper is to declare the morally the Fourier multiplier form of the Clifford Cauchy integral representation formula for the Clifford algebra-valued Hardy H p functions F in the upper-half of the space R n+1 + for all p ∈ [1, ∞]:
The above formula is also the the Laplace transform of functions on R n in the Clifford algebra setting when the formula makes sense. We note that when 1 ≤ p ≤ 2, the above relation is valid in the Lebesgue integration sense, while when p > 2 the above formula is valid in the distribution sense. We will prove that, for all
+ ) (the NTBL of some monogenic Hardy space function) if and only ifF = χ +F , where the multiplication between χ + and the distributionF will be precisely defined in the rest part of the paper; and F ∈ H p (R 
. We note that, for p ∈ [1, ∞), the characterization of F = HF for F being the NTBL of some Clifford algebra-valued Hardy H p function is proved in Gilbert and Murray's book [10] . Our study systematically treats the Fourier multiplier aspect for the Clifford algebra-valued functions case, and for the whole index range 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, involving distributional and BMO functional analysis. 
(2.1)
. . , u n ) is called a conjugate harmonic system ( [21, 20] ). For 0 < p < ∞, we say that F ∈ H p (R n+1 + ), the vector-valued monogenic p-Hardy space, if F satisfies (2.1), and moreover,
For p = ∞, we say that F ∈ H ∞ (R n+1 + ) if F satisfies (2.1), and 
is the Poisson integral of a Borel measure if and only if sup 
Then a necessary and sufficient condition that
is that (u 0 , ..., u n ) satisfies the generalized Cauchy-Riemann equations (2.1), where R j is the j-th Riesz transformation, that is,
, and let f j = R j (f 0 ), and u j (x, x 0 ) be the Poisson integrals of f j , j = 0, . . . , n.
Moreover, the space
where
It is noted that the Riesz transformations
. When p = ∞, we need to revise the Riesz transforms (see e.g. [22] 
which are well-defined for f 0 ∈ L ∞ (R n ) up to a constant, and χ {|y|>1} is the characteristic function for {y ∈ R n ; |y| > 1}. The revised Riesz transformations are bounded from L ∞ (R n ) to BMO(R n ) (Bounded Mean Oscillation space).
Clifford algebra-valued Hardy H p spaces
Let e 1 , ..., e n be basic elements satisfying e j e k + e k e j = −2δ jk , j, k = 1, ..., n, where δ jk is the Kronecker delta function. Let R n = {x = x 1 e 1 + · · · + x n e n ; x j ∈ R, 1 ≤ j ≤ n} be identical with the usual Euclidean space R n , and R
) generated by e 1 , ..., e n , is the associative algebra generated by e 1 , ..., e n over the real (complex) field R (C). The elements of R (n) (C (n) ) are of the form x = T x T e T , where T = {1 ≤ j 1 < j 2 < · · · < j l ≤ n} runs over all ordered subsets of {1, ..., n}, x T ∈ R (C) with x ∅ = x 0 , and e T = e j 1 e j 2 · · · e j l with the identity element e ∅ = e 0 = 1. Sc x := x 0 and NSc x := x − Sc x are respectively called the scalar part and the non-scalar part of x. In this paper, we denote the conjugate of x ∈ C (n) by x = T x T e T , where e T = e j l · · · e j 2 e j 1 with e 0 = e 0 and e j = −e j for j = 0. The norm of x ∈ C (n) is defined as |x| := (Sc xx)
Generally, a Clifford algebra is not a division algebra, unless n = 2, that corresponds to the algebra of quaternions.
n+1 is called a vector or a para-vector, and the conjugate of a vector x is
For more information about Clifford algebra, we refer to [2] .
A Clifford algebra-valued function F is left-monogenic (resp. right-monogenic) if
and D is the Dirac operator. Note that D(DF ) = ∆F = 0 if F is left-monogenic, which means that each component of F is harmonic. A function that is both left-and right-monogenic is called a monogenic function. Vector-valued left-monogenic functions are simultaneously right-monogenic functions, and vice-versa, and thus they are monogenic.
The Fourier transform of a function in
where ξ = ξ 1 e 1 + · · · + ξ n e n ∈ R n , and the inverse Fourier transform is formally defined as
We note that the Fourier transformation is linear and thus it, together with some of its properties, can be extended to Clifford algebra-valued functions. In particular, the Plancherel Theorem holds for Clifford algebra-valued functions: For Clifford algebra-valued functions
An alternative form of the Plancherel Theorem is
(see e.g. [15] ), where
). χ ± enjoy the following projection-like properties: 
When p = 2, the inner product of
where F (x) and G(x) are respectively the NTBL functions of F and G. The norm of
. To see this, we let U(x 0 + x) = u 0 (x 0 + x) − u 1 (x 0 + x)e 1 − · · · − u n (x 0 + x)e n . With e 0 = 1, we have 
where the operator H, the Hilbert transformation, is defined by
Note that the Fourier multiplier of R j is −i
(see e.g. [11] ), i.e.,
This implies that the Fourier multipliers of 1 2 (I ± H) are, respectively, χ ± (ξ). The Cauchy integral formula in Clifford analysis may be regarded as the reproducing formula. In particular, for F ∈ H p (R n+1 + ), the following reproducing formula plays an important role.
Proposition 2.7 (see e.g. [10, 16] 
and L is independent of x 0 and f. As a consequence, as a function of x, the function
There are parallel results for the lower-half of the space R n+1 + . If we apply Proposition 2.8 to the NTBL of a Hardy space function F, then we conclude, from the last relation, H 2 = I. Let Ψ(R n ) be the Clifford algebra-valued Schwartz space, whose elements are given by
where ψ T are in the Schwartz space S(R n ). Denote by Ψ ± (R n ) the subclasses of Ψ(R n ) consisting of the Clifford algebra-valued Schwartz functions of, respectively, the forms
where ψ(ξ) takes the zero value in some neighborhood of the origin. It is easy to show that the direct sum Ψ
, whose elements are of the form
where ψ 0 is scalar-valued. For more information on the Clifford algebra-valued distribution theory, we refer to, e.g., [2] and [17] .
Main Results
Our main results are as follows.
Conversely, we have
In particular, we have
, and Proof of Theorem 3.1: We first prove the result for 1 < p < ∞. Mainly using Proposition 2.7 and Proposition 2.8, we have
, L is given in Proposition 2.8, and C n is a constant depending on n. For any ǫ > 0, G is chosen as a smooth function with compact support such that
, there follows
This shows that (C x 0 (G))(ξ) = e −2π
Therefore,
Hence, through (3.8), for any ǫ > 0, we have
which shows (F,ψ) = 0. Now we deal with the case p = 1. We use the following Lemma (for the complex analysis setting, see also e.g. [4] ).
Proof Since F is left-monogenic, by the mean-value theorem, we have
) is the ball centered at x with radius
). Then we have
where C is a constant. This implies that
The proof of the lemma is complete.
Now we continue to prove Theorem 3.
For any ǫ > 0, for a suitably chosen x 0 > 0, we have
On the other hand, as in the proof for the case 1 < p < ∞,
for arbitrary ǫ > 0. That shows (F,ψ) = 0. For p = ∞, we will mainly adopt the technique used in [19] . In Lemma 3.2, we will show that for
where c is a constant. It is easily shown that
Hence, in the following we only need to consider
We first consider that ψ ∈ Ψ − scalar (R n ). We have ψ(ξ) = ψ 0 (ξ) + n j=1 ψ j (ξ)e j = ψ 0 (ξ)χ − (ξ), where ψ 0 is a scalar-valued Schwartz function. In particular, we note that
which means thatψ(x) is the NTBL function of functions in H 1 (R n+1 + ). In the following we first accept, and use this property to prove that (F,ψ) = 0 for
,ψ) is well-defined. As shown in [7, page 146], we have
Hence we have
One can easily show thatψ(I + n j=1 R j e j ) = 0. In fact, since the Fourier multiplier of R j is −i ξ j |ξ| , we have
Thusψ(I + n j=1 R j e j ) = 0, and hence
Then, for each S, we have (F, (ψ S χ − ) ∧ ) = 0 by applying the above argument. We have (F,ψ) = 0 for ψ ∈ Ψ − (R n ). ✷
Proof of Theorem 3.2:
We first consider the case p = 1. Define
and
Consequently, combining withF (ξ) = χ + (ξ)F (ξ), we havê 9) and then, Φ x 0 (x) = G x 0 (x) by the uniqueness of the Fourier transformation. We also note that
By interchanging the derivatives with the integral, we can show that Φ is left-monogenic since e + (x, ξ) is monogenic. Thus Φ(x) ∈ H 1 (R n+1 + ). Next we consider the case for L p (R n ), 1 < p ≤ ∞. By the assumption, we have (I − H)F, and (F + , ψ) = 0 follows from the proof of Theorem 3.1 (Note that this argument only works for 1 < p ≤ ∞, not including p = 1). Consequently, we can have, for ϕ being a scalar-valued Schwartz function taking zero in some neighborhood of the origin,
where (F − , ϕχ + ) = 0 follows from the proof of Theorem 3.1, and (F − , ϕχ − ) = 0 is given by (3.10). This implies thatF − is either zero or a distribution with support at the origin. For the latter case,F − has to be a finite linear combination of the partial derivatives of the Dirac delta function (see e.g. [12, 17] ), which contradicts to F ∈ L p (R n ), 1 < p < ∞. Thus, for 1 < p < ∞,F − = 0, and then F − = 0. For p = ∞, F − is a constant c. Then, for 1 < p < ∞, we have F = F + , and for p = ∞, F = F + + c being the NTBL function of some functions in
where c is a constant.
Proof: Denote by S 0 (R n ), where φ ∈ S 0 (R n ) is a scalar-valued Schwartz function such that φ takes the zero value in some neighborhood of the origin. To show (3.11) , it suffices to show that
holds for all φ ∈ S 0 (R n ). In fact, we have
which means that ((I − H)F ) ∨ is either zero or a distribution with support at the origin. Thus (I − H)F (x) = c, and hence F (x) = HF (x) + c, where c is a constant.
Let F = T f T e T , and ψ(x) = φ (ξ) 2π|ξ| ∨ (x). Moreover, we have
−2π|ξ|e
−2πx 0 |ξ|ψ (ξ) = −e −2πx 0 |ξ|φ (ξ), and hence,
Note that for φ ∈ S 0 (R n ), ψ is still a Schwartz function. For each T, we have
(3.13)
In the second equality we have used the result proved in [7, page 146] , while the other equalities follow from the properties of the Fourier transform and the Fourier multiplier of the Riesz transformations. Since ψ is a Schwartz function, for any ǫ > 0, we can find ψ, a C ∞ -function with compact support, such that ||ψ − ψ|| L 1 < ǫ and
We also note that
+1
Thus,
where C ′ , C ′′ and C are constants. Hence,
Then, we have
Since F is left-monogenic, we have
Thus, for any ǫ > 0, we have
where C ′′′ is a constant. Hence,
Finally, we have
The proof is completed.
is vector-valued, the above result becomes
We note that the proof of the above lemma holds for
This means that we have given an alternative proof of the Cauchy integral formula for
and for H ∞ (R n+1 + ),
where E(x − y) is revised corresponding to the revision of R j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n. When p = 2, we can prove F (x) = HF (x) in the normal sense. The proof of the above lemma is motivated by the case p = 2. In fact, a direct computation of DF = 0 yields
where T j satisfies (−1) l j e j e T j = e T . We note that
where N(A) = #A denotes the number of elements in some set A, and
Taking the Fourier transform on x, we have
Using the fact that
we have
and consequently,
This means that F (x) = HF (x).
Analogue in Bergman Space
In this section we prove a representation formula for the functions in the Clifford algebravalued Bergman space in the upper half-space as an application of our results in the previous sections. For the analogous result in the complex analysis setting, we refer to [6] and [1] .
+ , and satisfies
||F ||
then we say that F belongs to the Bergman space A p (R n+1 + ). As an application of the Fourier spectrum characterization of Consequently,
Moreover, by Hausdorff-Young's inequality, we have, for 1 < p ≤ 2, 
